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RESETTLEMENT AND INDUSTRIAL
MEDICINE

A major problem facing the country and industry
to-day is the resettlement of men and women dis-
charged from the Forces. This has already had
repercussions on health, frequently of a psycho-
logical character, which need careful thought and
study. The industrial medical officer has therefore
additional responsibility to help place these men
and women in work which must be not only within
their physical capacity but of such a type that it
produces a feeling of settlement and contentment.
Recent emphasis on rehabilitation, and its liberal
definition to include all types of disablement,
should have done much to prepare him for this
responsibility; but certain additional factors need
emphasis and in this connexion a recent publication
by PEP 1 is of much importance. 'With war at
an end,' says PEP, ' Government schemes for re-
settling some four million ex-servicemen and
women in civilian life within a matter of months
will be put to the test. The sheer magnitude of this
operation, coupled with inter-industrial transfers,
and touching as it does almost every family in the
country, scarcely calls for emphasis; although it is
doubtful if the Forces themselves or the general
public fully appreciate the many difficulties, particu-
larly those of a psychological character, which are
likely to arise.'
One aspect of resettlement concerns the disabled

ex-serviceman and plans are prepared, through the
Disabled Persons (Employment) Act of 1944, for
the medical profession to take an active part in
this. The responsibility of the industrial medical
officer within this narrower sphere is gradually
becoming more obvious, both in his own organiza-
tion and, it may be, as adviser to local committees.
But as PEP points out the distinction between the
fit and the disabled is in many respects an artificial
one; fit and disabled alike need not only the service
of efficient resettlement machinery, but also sympa-
thetic help and advice from officials who like and
understand their fellows. ' Fundamentally, resettle-
ment is an exercise in the art of treating people as
free human beings, not arbitrarily classified units.'
The psychological background to the whole

problem needs elaboration and this aspect is of
fundamental concern to the medical profession
both inside and outside industry.

1 Resettlement. Planning Broadsheet No. 239, Sept. 1945. PEP
(Political and Economic PJanning), 16 Queen Anne's Gate, London,Sw.W.1

Thousands of men and women at the outset of their
war service were ordinary civilians, indistinguishable in
their habits and outlook from those left behind to work
in factories, shops or Ministries. But from the day they
joined their units they entered into a process of change.
The needs of the time demanded that they should be
bodily fit and able to endure physical and nervous strain;
that they should become a disciplined force carrying out
orders on the word of command; that their minds
should turn from the intimate little problems of peace
to the wider issues of the survival of freedom and the
defeat of the enemy. Training and good food improved
their physique so that lanky adolescence and the seedi-
ness of a sedentary life gave place to an appearance of
ruddy toughness. Under the direction of officers and
N.C.O.s, they learned to work as a team and to do
without question what they were ordered. They
developed a sense of corporate responsibility towards
their comrades, and, as this new relationship strcngthened,
older ties weakened, and they began to lose touch with
civilian life as they had known it.
With the end of the war came an immediate and
instinctive desire for release, but unwinding the
machine has been in many ways a more delicate
and difficult operation than the call-up. The
returning serviceman has to accustom himself not
only to changes in his home and in the community
generally, but also at his job.
If he goes back to his old job he will find that he has
missed years of industrial development. His fellow-
workers will be familiar with the new techniques, but he
may have a long way to catch up. The ease with which
he does so will depend on the extent to which the
sympathetic consideration of his employers has been
applied to meeting the needs of resettlement. If, at the
outset, he is made to feel awkward, his whole future
career may be threatened. He will become resentful,
and the rift between him and his mates will be deepened.
He will feel that his war experience belittles the smaller
day-to-day problems of industry. He will know in his
heart that he has been caught up in fundamental issues;
and he will be right.
Dissatisfaction may also arise in the case of those men
of good education who had, or would have, entered
industry in peace time to learn a practical profession for
Which a university qualification was not necessary. They
will now have little background knowledge and they
may have to start completely afresh, learning the elements
of their particular industry.
Then there will be a change from an active outdoor
life to indoor routine with hours which must be kept.
This may be found irksome at first, but in many cases
the diversions and amenities of town life will influence
the returning soldier and this unrest should be short-
lived. Undoubtedly there are men who feel restless,
and some single men at any rate might be happier if
they were regarded as mobile workers; industry now
has a place for them which was not adequately recognized
before. There will also be men who feel that they could
never spend their lives working indoors, and they could
be encouraged to enter the building industry or agri-
culture. It is of the utmost importance that these men
re-entering industry should, wherever possible, be able
to take up the employment they prefer in the light of
the new experience and skills they have gained during
their years of war service; for a man is most efficient
when he is doing a job he likes.

Schemes to help solve some of these underlying
difficulties have been evolved by the Government.
Pre-release schemes have been instituted by the
Ministry of Labour collaborating with the educa-
tional branches of the various services; there are
360 Resettlement Advice Offices throughout the
country ' with cream walls, gay paintwork, comfort-
able. chairs, and a reception counter of pleasing
design'; and Appointments Offices and the Employ-
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ment Exchange Service put those seeking employ-
ment into touch with would-be employers. But
most of the success of official planning will depend
not so much on office background but on the
character and personality of the individuals who
operate the scheme; they should themselves be
specially selected, and should have understanding
of human beings, aptitude for interviewing, and
some knowledge of industry. The Civil Resettle-
ment Units of the Army, set up in May of this year,
help repati iated prisoners of war discharged or
released from the service. They have already done
much to prevent psychiatric casualties in the change-
over period. The scheme is voluntary, but has
been well supported; particular attention is paid
by experienced psychiatrists to the needs, and fears,
of the individual; simple schemes of vocational
guidance of different types have been instituted; the
officers who staff these Units are themselves well-
informed as to the needs of local factories; and
they are accustomed to man management. It is
good to know that the medical profession has
played a leading part in this venture.
Only a small proportion of ex-servicemen present

problems in mental health during the resettlement
phase. The majority appear to be returning to
peace-time work with little trouble. It would be a
mistake to assume, for example, that every ex-
prisoner of war is a potential patient for the psychi-
atrist, or that the majority of returning servicemen
are unhappy or depressed by civil life. But difficult
cases are occurring regularly, and in organizations
where industrial medical officers are established
there is much scope for a new type of preventive
medicine. Pre-placement medical examination is
an essential part of industrial medical practice and
should include all those returning from service with
the Forces, no matter what their job is to be. There
is already evidence that these examinations reduce
labour wastage and increase industrial efficiency
and at the same time decrease absence due to sick-
ness. To help him the doctor in the factory should
be provided by the Ministry of Labour with the
relevant health history and, in the case of disabled
workers, with the report and recommendations of
the Disablement Rehabilitation Officer-the DRO.
This information will naturally be confidential and
not for disclosuie-except in so far as the patient
may agree-to any member of the management.
Health defects such as bad teeth or defective vision
may be found to need early remedy; so there is an
opportunity to see that curative treatment is pro-
vided. Reports to management following examina-
tion must be short and to the point; their value
will depend on the doctor's degree of knowledge of
the different occupations available. In the personnel
or labour officer with understanding the medical
officer has an ally whose value cannot be over-
estimated; he can well implement recommendations
regarding shorter hours, for example, or instructions
to the canteen manager concerning diet. Job alloca-
tion based on simple job analysis is not difficult.and
most men fit readily into broad groups. Much of

the value of the first examination is wasted if there is
no follow-up system, and in this respect the help of
a good nurse is essential. In large firms the doctor
could well have a trained social worker on his staff.
Follow-up is obviously more important in cases
where there has been doubt as to physical and mental
stamina; many ex-prisoners of war, for example,
will need special supervision for some time to come.
Follow-up must include interview and, if necessary,
re-examination; progress reports should be obtained
from the man's manager, foreman, or supervisor;
the man should be studied at work; and it is
important to find out his reactions to the job, to his
mates, and to ' the firm.' If these things are well
done the doctor in industry can contribute much to
that part of the problem which deals with resettle-
ment in employment; by doing so he can add to
the prestige of industrial medicine in no uncertain
manner.

DUST AND LUNG DISEASE
In 1923 Collis drew attention to the fact that the

iron oxide inhaled by haematite iron ore miners
caused shadows in the skiagrams of their chests.1
Since then McLaughlin and others have described
the changes occurring in electric-arc welders and
silver polishers.2 3 It is curious, however, that the
only necropsy report on these lungs continues to be
that by Enzer and Sander 4 who showed that while
the perivascular and peribronchial lymphatic spaces
were packed with iron oxide dust there was no
fibrosis in the lungs. Prendergrass and Leopold 5

have recently suggested that this form of dust
disease should be called 'Benign Pneumokoniosis,'
and while this is a good term in contrasting it with
other forms of dust disease, it must be strongly
stressed that the lung cannot become a physio-
logical dust trap and yet retain its normal structure
and function. It would seem probable that heroic
quantities of any dust, no matter how innocuous
they might be in small concentrations, would in
time overwhelm the defences of the lung and
accumulate in such amount as to impair function.
Such a form of lung disease would obviously be due
to causes of a mechanical nature-the physical
presence of large amounts of inert foreign material.
There is a tendency to disregard this group of dis-
eases since any disability is slow to develop. But
just as a hundred years ago the necessity for drains
was discussed and now is taken for granted, it is
to be hoped that within a hundred years from
now the fact that ventilation can prevent these
diseases will be taken for granted too, and that they
will fade into medical history as a thing of the past.
Not all dusts, however, are benign. Some, such

as arsenic, may give rise to carcinoma; others, such
as cotton (byssinosis) and platinum may give rise
to asthmatic conditions. Still others, such as
manganese, beryllium, osmium and bagasse may

1 Proc. roy. Soc. Med., 1923, 16, 85.
2 Lancet, 1936, 1, 171.
4 J. industr. Hyg., 1938, 20, 333.
5 J. Amer. med. Ass., 1945, 127, 701.

3 Ibid., 1945, 1, 337.
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